
Thanksgiving by Doris Lee

:60 Lesson Plan

I. Ask children what family traditions they observe on

Thanksgiving.  Focus dialogue/reinforce family traditions and

giving thanks (5 min).  Transition into discussion on how

Thanksgiving came to be.

II. Read Thanksgiving by Brenda Haugen (10 min)

III. Introduce Masterpiece of the Month:  Thanksgiving by Doris

Lee (10 min).

a. Transition into Masterpiece of the Month via family traditions.

b. Write key info on the board

c. Covey key info about Doris Lee-refer to letter home for info.

d. Introduce key art concept of how art can be used to tell as

story or capture everyday life.

IV. Play the memory game (10 minutes)

(this will force the children to really study/observe the

painting….)

a. Have children study “Thanksgiving” for 30 seconds.

b. Cover it with a sheet.

c. See how many items the kids can remember,

d. Write them on the board.  Keep score boys vs. girls.

e. Repeat.

f. Can count score together using tally marks, or any current math

skill (counts by 2’s, 5’s, 10’s).

V. Make Your Own Holiday Tradition – A Stick Turkey (20 min)

a. Focus on having children listen and follow directions.

b. Have the students return to their seats.

c. Start music

d. Line tables with newspaper

e. Distribute materials – see attached

f. Talk students through each step of assembly – see attached

VI. Wrap up exercise (5 min)

a. Who can tell me the name of the Master piece of the Month?

b. Who can tell me the name of the artist?



c. Who can tell me one nifty fact about the Masterpiece or the

Master?

VII. Put leave behind materials in mailboxes

a. Letter home

b. Word find activity

c. Coloring pages

d. Thanksgiving Maze

STICK TURKEY CRAFT INSTRUCTION ARE ATTACHED



STICK TURKEY INSTRUCTIONS

This whimsical little turkey makes a great lasting tradition to decorate your

holiday table.  Try sticking it in a dessert or a floral centerpiece!

NOTE:  FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS, you may choose to pre-assemble the

turkey feathers OR pre-assemble the turkey body.  If you don’t want to use

paint, the “feather” sticks can be decorated with markers.

These steps have been testing among K, 1st and 2nd graders and are easy to

follow.  15-20 minutes total.

Great to use the chalkboard to draw each step of assembly so kids can

follow along.

(check the Ziploc bags to make sure you have enough pre-cut felt pieces and

sticks.  Cardboard templates for the felt pieces are in each bag.  To make it

really easy on yourself, count out the sticks and felt pieces ahead of time

and place it all in a brown bag for each kid.)

1. Cover table with newspaper

2. Hand our brushes and paints in egg carton palette:

a. Brown

b. Orange

c. Red

d. Yellow

e. Green

3. hand out popsicle sticks and glue

a. 2 jumbo

b. 7 regular (these are the tail feathers on the turkey)

4. hand out pre-cut felt pieces

5. Have kids paint the tail feathers

6. Put aside and let dry

7. Assemble the turkey body using felt pieces and a jumbo stick

a. Working from the bottom of the jumbo stick

 i. Leave approximately 1/2 “ at bottom

 ii. Glue on body (yellow 1/2 egg shape, straight side down.)

 iii. Glue waddle above (red, upside down heart)

 iv. Glue beak above (yellow triangle)

 v. Glue google eyes

 vi. Glue hat (black)

 vii. Glue buckle (white square)



 viii. Glue buckle detail (black square)

 ix. Glue Happy Thanksgiving sign to mini stick

(NOTE:  empty signs have been provided for 2nd

graders to write on themselves)

 x. Glue mini stick with sign onto body

8. Set aside an let dry

9. Affix tail feathers to turkey

a. Start with jumbo stick as base.  Ladder feathers up from the

bottom (start approx 1/3 of the way up), alternating from the

right and left.  Have last stick sticking straight up the center.

10.     Glue turkey body stick on top of feathers.


